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Lekh 67 Traverse the reverse of the perverse
(O, turn away from the apostate)
Great is Satguru (True Guru) Nanak Dev Ji who having been born in the
dark age made the age of truth 0r golden age happen.
According the saying of Bhai Gurdas Ji:1

As Baba (Nanak) brooded in meditation, he saw the entire earth aflame, indeed
a blaze, with anguish and agony.
V B G 1/24

Having heard the cries of this creation (caught in the cruel clutches of a
crises) the Immortal God incarnated Himself as the Great Guru Nanak who
played His beautiful rabec (rabab) and sang divine songs and through the
divine music that rained on the furious burning fire of affliction on earth the
cool showers of His Divine Grace cooled the burning-blazing creation. This
was the sweet merciful great divine miracle which Guru Nanak performed. It
made ‘Gangga (flow)-in-the reverse’ and in the process cooled our earth and
calmed the heat of the barren and blazing hearts making them blossom forth
like blooming buds.
What miracle did Guru Baba Ji have which made the age of truth take
place in the age of darkness?
It was the song-divine (of Gurbani) that he, the protector of the poor had
brought from the Regions Divine. I transformed the diabolical into the
divine, sinners into saints, thieves and robbers into noble souls. If we
contemplate deeply on the treasure of His Song-Divine, it becomes all too
plain that this world has two planes or realms:1
2

the materialistic or realm with a form and
the spiritual or formless realm.

This world has been created from the ‘combination’ of these two
realms.
2
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Naam, establishing the sargun (with form) and nirgun (without form),
Made both converge (and operate) in one single place.
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387

Some merits and demerits of the materialistic and spiritual realms are
mentioned below.
Spiritual Realm is:True
eternal
subtle or abstract
intuitional illumination
invisible
beyond the reach of the senses
undiscoverable
boundless
reality
timeless
the carrier to salvation
consistent
equipoise
desireless

comfort giving
divine will
noble indeed
sphere of Truth
one and only one.
Exactly opposed to this , the materialistic realm is:false
unstable
material (having mass)
limited intellect
destructible
visible
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limited
doubt-fallacy
time-bound
ocean of fear
changeable
anxiety giving world
desire-encouraging
like the ‘shadow’ of peace and comfort
destructible
mind-orientated
evil- virtuous based
duality.
Therefore, the merits and demerits of these two realms appear to be:opposed
reversed
contrary
hostile
to each other.
The worldly beings are bound by action and reaction. Because of not
possessing knowledge of the spiritual realm and without any lofty aims, they
are blindly drifting away in the ‘difficult-ocean’ of materialism. The creation,
entangled and enmeshed in the false occupations is wasting the invaluable
life and caught in the whirlpool of this dreadful ocean, it is spending and
wasting away its existence in an ‘I-know-not-what’ mentality. It is pitable for
it is writhing in agony and beating its breast in despair having polluted the
pure life given by the Almighty.
Guru Baba Nanak has portrayed the true picture of this pitiful state of
affairs thus:-
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He calls the counterfeit genuine, and does not know the value of the genuine.
The blind man is known as an appraiser; this Dark Age of Kali Yuga is so
strange! 3 (cont. next page)
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1

2

The sleeper is said to be awake, and those who are awake are like sleepers.
The living are said to be dead, and no one mourns for those who have died. 4
One who is coming is said to be going, and one who is gone is said to have
come.
That which belongs to others, he calls his own, but he has no liking for that
which is his. 5
That which is sweet is said to be bitter, and the bitter is said to be sweet.
One who is imbued with the Lord's Love is slandered -t his is what I have seen
in this Dark Age of Kali Yuga. 6
He serves the maid, and does not see his Lord and Master.
Churning the water in the pond, no butter is produced. 7
One who understands the meaning of this verse is my Guru.
O Nanak, one who knows his own self, is infinite and incomparable. 8
(229)
You purchase glass, and discard gold; you are in love with your enemy, while
you renounce your true friend.
That which exists, seems bitter; that which does not exist, seems sweet to you.
Engrossed in corruption, you are burning away.
823

Hearing the groaning and lamenting of this creation, Guru Baba Ji
advised the world again and again that there is only one way of saving
oneself from this ‘fiery ocean’ and that is by following the command ‘The
turbulent ocean of this world can be crossed by sailing in the ark of Guru’s
Word’ (962)
To follow the path of ‘Guru’s Word’, our Gurus have shown us a very
beautiful and accomplished way.
Come! let us discuss this spiritual-path.
Drifting in the materialistic life-current, we are suffering away. There is
one and only one way of saving ourselves from this. We should change our
life from the (current) ‘materialistic-flow’ into one that is (completely)
contrary- the ‘Divine Flow’ and in this way reach the country of Guru
Nanak.
As long as we do not change this flow of life in mind, word and deed
towards some comfort-giving and relish-giving goal, change in our life will
never occur.
To understand this topic, the following points need to be discussed:L67/4
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1
Our lives are flowing with the torrential tide of materialism because we
are born in a materialistic world and therefore it is well nigh impossible for
any person to escape the tentacles of this mighty octopus.
1

Love for the Lord wears off, and the child becomes attached to desires; the
script of Maya runs its course.
921

From this line we get the hint that while we were in the mother’s womb,
we had in us flowing a different ‘life-current’ which kept our body safe from
the fire of affliction the hot house of the womb. But when we were born into
this world the ‘life-current’ underwent a change and the domain of matter
engulfed us and began to exercise and exert its negative influence on us.
As long as man does not undergo the influence or colouring of
materialism he passes through the ‘spiritual illuminated sphere’ and enjoys
and illuminates limitless spiritual ‘virtues’ or ‘merits’.
But when the influence of materialism gets grafted on to him then all the
‘vices’ or ‘demerits’ of the materialistic realm enter him. As the ‘colouring’
of this materialism gets more and more pronounced, so he forgets his ‘origin’
or ‘spiritual realm’ and turns away from it. In this way man becomes
completely immersed in materialism.
2 This tide and torrent of materialism that we are flowing with in our
present life is dragging us headlong into the deepest depths of the ocean of
misery, misfortune and mortality.
3

To escape from such a bad state of existence there is a place where:2

One has no pain - one is totally at peace. With ones eyes, one sees only
the One Lord.
No one seems evil - all are good. There is no defeat - one is totally
victorious.
1302

This is a place where charhdee kalaa (high spirit and morale) forever reign.
Understanding the above three points and without bringing about an
‘about-turn’ in our wrong way of life, we will never escape the miseries and
worries of this world, neither can we attain
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everlasting joy and bliss nor peace of mind. Sitting in the company of the
holy and meditating on God’s Name will work out a very wonderful change
in our mind, word and deed so much so that our ‘egotism’ or ‘me-mineness’
will vanish altogether.
1

When I turned away, and became dead while yet alive, I was awakened.
Chanting the Word of the Shabad, my mind is attached to the Lord.

221

When we die to this world, we wake to a new life indeed! The real is
unreeled in the reverse, and the unreal becomes Real. This mind begins to
swim in the ocean of Divine Life, buoyed up by the Guru’s Word. It attains
ecstatic heights and delights and bursts into sallies of ‘Wah!Wah! (Hail,
Hail). In this context Bhagat Kabir says:2a

I have turned away from death and turned to the Lord.
Pain has been eliminated, and I dwell in peace and comfort.
My enemies have been transformed into friends.
The faithless cynics have been transformed into good-hearted people. ||1||

b

Now, I feel that everything brings me peace.
Peace and tranquility have come, since I realized the Lord of the Universe.
||1||Pause||

c

My body was afflicted with millions of diseases.
They have been transformed into the peaceful, tranquil concentration of
Samaadhi.
When someone understands his own self,
he no longer suffers from illness and the three fevers. ||2||

d

My mind has now been restored to its original purity.
When I became dead while yet alive, only then did I come to know the Lord.
Says Kabeer, I am now immersed in intuitive peace and poise.
I do not fear anyone, and I do not strike fear into anyone else.

326

Through the continued cultivation of the word in the company of the
holy, a person’s entire behaviour, manners and mental make-up take a turn
for the better. With the Guru’s Grace when rapport is established with
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the Good and Great God, Divine Peace, Sacred Coolness and an
indescribable Bliss descend upon him.
In this way one’s outward behaviour reflects the essence of ‘There is
nothing bad, but all’s well with the world!’ To begin with, such a state of
mind is not lasting. But as one’s mind gets more and more steeped in Guru’s
Word, one gets more and more drenched in Divinity and the mind becomes
more and more stablised. Such a state of mind becomes a reflex action for it
continues even when the devotee is engaged in all sorts of worldly activities
which are part of his duties towards his fellow beings and his near and dear
ones. In this connection Guru Ji says:1

The seven seas are overflowing with the Immaculate Water; the inverted boat
floats across.
The mind which wandered in external distractions is restrained and held in
check; the Gurmukh is intuitively absorbed in God.
1332

Thus the acquisition of bliss is felt in every pore of a person’s body. His
individual self feels:sweet
beautiful
cool
light
lovely
warm
blossoming.
So much so that his ‘individual self’ completely ceases to be and while
saying ‘You! you! he becomes a very part of that He, and completely merges
himself in Him. In such a state all worries, grief vanish and an indescribable
peace and bliss descends on the devotee.
The fifth Guru has commanded:2
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Those things, which caused me such anxiety, have all vanished.
Now, I sleep in peace and tranquility, and my mind is in a state of deep and
profound peace; the inverted lotus of my heart has blossomed forth. 612
(cont. next page)
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Behold, a wondrous miracle has happened!
That Lord and Master, whose wisdom is said to be unfathomable, has been
enshrined within my heart, by the Guru. ||Pause||
The demons which tormented me so much, have themselves become terrified.
They pray: please, save us from your Lord Master; we seek your protection.
612

If we cast a glance about us in the current code of conduct in our society
of today, we find that:1

There are many who delight in taking, but hardly any who delight
in giving.

2

There are many who delight in teaching and preaching, but hardly
any who delight in practising the precepts.
How rare in this world is that scholar who reflects upon this.

413

3

There are may who delight in being fed, but hardly any who delight
in feeding.

4

There are many who delight in critical condemnation, but hardly
any who delight in self-introspection.
Look underneath your own collar instead.

5

There are many who delight in playing up other’s faults, but hardly
any who delight in turning a blind eye to these.
Let us form a partnership, and share our virtues; let us abandon our
faults, and walk on the Path.

6
7
8

1378

852

There are many who delight in harsh diatribes, but hardly any who
delight in soft, sweet and soothing speech.
There are many who delight in callous (heartless) calumny (slander), but
hardly any who delight in listening to their own denunciation.
There are many who delight in doing evil, but hardly any who
delight in returning food for evil.
Fareed, answer evil with goodness; do not fill your mind with anger. 1381

9

There many who get angry with others, but hardly any who
(practise) ‘Do not be angry with anyone else; look within your

own self instead.’
10 There are many who have tied bundles of ‘jealousy-duality’,
but hardly any who ‘Do not harbour evil intentions against
others in their mind’.
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11
12
13
14

There are many who delight in giving short weight and measure, but
hardly any who delight in giving measure for measure.
There are many who delight in whiling ways their time but hardly any
who delight in doing their duty well consciously.
There are many who delight in setting fires, but hardly any who delight in
extinguishing them.
There are many who delight in breaking the mirrors of hearts, but hardly
any, who delight in joining them.

Do not utter even a single harsh word; your True Lord and Master
abides in all. Do not break anyone's heart; these are all priceless
jewels.
15

There are many who delight in trampling hearts blossoms under the heel,
but hardly any who delight in watering them with the water of life.
A tree gives fruits to stone thrower and wooden boat to the cutter to get
him across.
He who goes swimming is drowned and he who drowns swims across.
(Similarly) winners in the world lose and the losers (becoming detached
ultimately) win.
Reversal in the tradition of love makes the head bow to the feet.
He (the Gurmukh) considers none as bad.
BGV 28/12

The fact is that on all sides there is :cheating-beating
bribery-corruption
shirking lurking
dillying-dallying
practice of false promises
treachery
deceit
prevailing and flourishing.
Is there are sin or vice that we worldlings are not guilty of? In thought, word
and deed, we are day and night living our lives in a plane where ‘O Lalo! It is only
falsehood that reigns supreme over here.’ Social conditions have become worse than
hell.
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Guru Baba Ji:Taught us to go in for a True Bargain
Told us to weigh (while engrossed in God uttering ‘thine’ thine’)
Taught us that it is noble to ever give and give
Showed us that we should share with others without even being
notice.
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Our Gurus taught us to stand up to tyrant even at the cost of our lives.
They showed us that real life lies in ‘living for others, as also dying for
others.’ We are going astray from the main path show by Guru Baba Ji.
Come! Contemplating on Guru Baba Ji’s Bani, let us do a complete
‘about turn’ and move along the true-pure path.
Such ‘reverse play’ can only be achieved by getting infaturated with
spiritual love through the cultivation of Guru’s Word.
1

Such is the sublime essence of the Lord, that I cannot describe it. The Perfect
Guru has turned me away from the world.
823

As soon as we turn our mind from the work-a-day world to Guru’s
Word, our mental make-up begins to undergo a shape-up. With the gradual
(or even rapid) turning of our mind towards our Guru and Guide, His
qualities begin to take possession of our mind. Guru Ji says:2

But she who becomes Gurmukh, turns away from corruption and adorns herself,
attuned to the Love of the Lord.
785

Man’s life has become pitiable. Due to the ‘cataract’ of doubt-fallacy,
he does not take cognizance of his own creator who is ever-present with him
and man is blindly hurling himself headlong into hell.
Guru Arjan Dev Ji’s sacred sermon is :-
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3A

Why do you wander in delusion like this?
You act, and incite others to act, and then deny it. The Lord is always with you;
He sees and hears everything. ||1||Pause||

B

You purchase glass, and discard gold; you are in love with your enemy, while
you renounce your true friend.

C

That which exists, seems bitter; that which does not exist, seems sweet to you.
Engrossed in corruption, you are burning away. ||1||

D

The mortal has fallen into the deep, dark pit, and is entangled in the darkness
of doubt, and the bondage of emotional attachment.

E

Says Nanak, when God becomes merciful, one meets with the Guru, who takes
him by the arm, and lifts him out.
832
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Man turns his back on the Timeless Bing and lives in the shallow
shadows of meaningless matter and day-night he cries, ‘money-money’. He
flirts with false friends –lust, anger, greed, attachment, egotism and with
Divine Virtues (like):Mercy
Justice
Truth
Contentment
Fortitude
Humility
Calmness
Friendship
Service-orientatedness
Sacrificing self
Love
- which are his ‘friends’, he has turned away from them. He renounces the
ever helpful protecting Divinity, regards this temporary life as sweet and
engrossed in the poison like materialism, he is turning away from Waheguru
and becoming an apostate. In the darkness of doubt and bound in attachment
he is repeatedly diving into the blind well.
Ensnared and enmeshed in the false occupations of materialism the whole world
is perishing.
133

Out of the mesh of this marsh, only Satguru can bail him out or haul
him up by holding his arm. So the Guru ias the sustainer or nurturer of the
poor, taking pity on us tells us the way to save ourselves from the turbulent
ocean of fear by taking the support or protection of ‘Sadh-sangat’ – the
company of the holy. It is from here that we get the protection of ‘Naam’,He
taught us the method of prayer – ‘Attach me to the skirt of saints’ sangat that
I may cross the formidable stream of the terrible terrain and torrent of this
world’, and gives us advice to take ‘protection of Naam’.
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1

O mind, take the sheltering support of the Lord's Name.

901

2

Hey, soul: your only Support is the Naam, the Name of the Lord.
Whatever else you do or make happen, the fear of death still hangs over you.
211

When the ‘direction’ of man’s mind moves towards the Soul, then he is
said to be ‘Guru-Ward’ or ‘Guru-Orientated’.
When the ‘direction’ of man’s mind turns away from the Soul and gets
immersed in materialism, then he is said to be ‘mind-orientated’ or an
‘apostate’.
3

Those who do not recognize the Shabad are manmukhs.
They do not know the essence of the Fear of the Guru.

1054

When man, forgetting God, denies even His ‘existence’ and is going about
egoistically in the doubt-fallacy of his own false ‘me-mine ness’, he is said to
be the ‘worshipper of materialism’! (one who is too much attached to
worldly rather and to spiritual matters). Therefore, the mental state of such a
person is exactly the ‘reverse’ of that of the Guru-orientated one.
The mental state of such a ‘worshipper of materialism’ is described in
Gurbani thus:-
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4

They eat and wear what they are given, but still, they deny the Lord.
The messengers of the Righteous Judge of Dharma shall hunt them down. ||1||
They are unfaithful to the One, who has given them body and soul.
Through millions of incarnations, for so many lifetimes, they wander lost.
||1||Pause||
Such is the lifestyle of the faithless cynics;
everything they do is evil. ||2||
Within their minds, they have forgotten that Lord and Master, who created the
soul, breath of life, mind and body.
195

5

In exchange for a shell, he gives up a jewel.
He tries to get what he must give up.
He collects those things which are worthless.
Enticed by Maya, he takes the crooked path. ||1||
You unfortunate man - have you no shame?
You do not remember in your mind the ocean of peace, the perfect
Transcendent Lord God. ||1||Pause||
Nectar seems bitter to you, and poison is sweet.
Such is your condition, you faithless cynic, which I have seen with my own
eyes.
( Shabad continues on the next page)
892
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1

You are fond of falsehood, fraud and egotism.
If you hear the Naam, the Name of the Lord, you feel like you have been stung
by a scorpion. ||2||
You continually yearn for Maya,
and you never chant the Lord's Praises with your mouth.
The Lord is fearless and formless; He is the Great Giver.
But you do not love Him, you fool!
892

2

The faithless cynics are defrauded by their own evil-mindedness; they do not
know the sublime essence of the Lord.
Those who lose the Ambrosial Nectar through doubt, remain engrossed and
entangled in corruption.
They make friends with the wicked, and argue with the humble servants of the
Lord.
854

The influence of ‘Sangat’ or company on our weak and fickle minds will
undoubtedly and compulsorily take place.
3

According to the company it keeps, so are the fruits it eats.

1369

For this reason Gurbani motivates us to keep away from the company of
such ‘mind-orientated’ or ‘worshippers of materialism’ thus:4

Such faithless cynics, who have forgotten the Naam, are thieves. O my mind, do
not even go near them.
170

5

Kabeer, do not associate with the faithless cynics; run far away from them.
If you touch a vessel stained with soot, some of the soot will stick to you. 1371

6

Kabeer, I have been ruined and destroyed by bad company, like the banana
plant near the thorn bush.
The thorn bush waves in the wind, and pierces the banana plant; see this, and
do not associate with the faithless cynics.
1369

7

As far as possible, do not associate with the faithless cynics, O Beloved.
Meeting with them, the Lord is forgotten, O Beloved, and you rise and depart
with a blackened face.
641

8

Friendship with the faithless cynic breaks down mid-way.

811

To play this ‘reverse game’ we have to live the life of ‘unattachedhouseholders’ and as a result ‘we will not only remain happy in this world,
but also feel utterly at peace in the next’.
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9

Turn away, O my mind, turn away. Turn away from the faithless cynic.
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535

Cultivating the Guru’s commands explained in Gurbani, we will achieve
eternal comfort and peace, and becoming the residents of a ‘worriless-state’
we will reach the Lord’s court swinging with joy. Thus Guru Baba’s words
will be ‘relevant’ to us:1

The mind turns inward, and merges with mind, when it is with virtue.

935

2

He takes the Beej Mantra, the Seed Mantra, and keeps it in his heart.
Turning his mind away from the world, he focuses on the cosmic void of the
absolute Lord.
974

3

Turn your breath away from the left channel, and away from the right channel,
and unite them in the central channel of the Sushmanaa.
At their confluence within your mind, take your bath there without water. 327

4

By Guru's Grace, one turns away from the world, and attains the jewel of
spiritual wisdom, and the Word of the Shabad.
1056

5

Following the path of intuitive awareness, one turns away from the world, and
one's vision is enlightened.
1329

On the other hand, to change one from the state of ‘mind-orientatedness’ or the
state of the ‘mammon-worshipper’ (in order) to become ‘Guru-orientated’, Gurbani
gives us compulsory commands to be in the company of the highly virtuous, or the
company of the spiritually elevated ones. Having such a company repeatedly will:1
2
3

Increase our faith orientated desire in the Timeless One.
Decrease the materialistic colouring in us and
Gradually change our state from the ‘mammon worshipper’ to that of the
‘Guru-orientated’

Gurbani supports this act thus:6
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The Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, is so very pure and sacred.
Meeting with them, love for God is embraced.

392

7

In the Saadh Sangat, one becomes pure, O Nanak, imbued with the Love of
God.
297

8

This is the Glory of the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy; listen, O my
friends.
Filth is washed away, millions of sins are dispelled, and the consciousness
becomes immaculate and pure.
809

9

The filth of egotism from countless incarnations sticks to me; joining the
Sangat, the Holy Congregation, this filth is washed away.
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1
2

In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, my aversion is gone.
My mind and body are imbued with love for the Lord.

892

Join the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, and meditate in remembrance
on the Lord; even a sinner like yourself will become pure.
631

It has been mentioned earlier that
the merits of the spiritual realm and
demerits of the materialistic realm
are ‘contrary’ and
the ‘reverse’ of each other.
On one hand in the spiritual realm there is the penetration and
manifestation of virtuous merits such as
Divine illumination
truth
word
command
Naam
love
purity
contentment
mercy
fortitude
justice
service
humility
charity
calmness etc.
On the other hand, in the materialistic realm there is the prevalence and
flourishing of demerits such as:-
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ignorance
doubt
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egotism
lust
anger
greed
attachment
suspicion
fear
selfishness
jealousy
duality
suffering
anguish-agony
dispute etc.
If we wish to come out of the materialistic realm and enter the spiritual
realm, then we have to change ‘every aspect’ of our former old ‘routine of
life’ such as:thought
thinking
contemplation
faith
support
life-goal
inclinations
interests
knowledge
action
religion
habits
behaviour
entertainment etc
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and ‘contrary’ to them,
the merits of the spiritual realm such as:faith orientated desire
love orientated desire
mercy
truth
contentment
fortitude
tolerance
humility
friendship
service orientated desire
sacrificing one’s self
will have to be acquired.
To bring this great-perfect ‘reverse’ change in life, the first and most
important method that has been told is to have the company of the spiritually
elevated ones or ‘sadh-sangat’, the company of the holy.
1

Without the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, love for the Lord does not
well up; without this love, Your devotional worship cannot be performed.
694

2

By searching and seeking, I have heard this news,
373
that without the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, no one swims across.

3

Joining the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, my understanding is
refined

377

4

Take in the teachings of the humble Saints.
In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, you shall obtain the supreme
status.
1137

5

Through the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, you obtained this human
life.
Do seva - selfless service; follow the Guru's Teachings, and vibrate the Lord's
Name, Har, Har.
1176

(Instead of) stumbling and in doubt suffering in the pitch dark room where
there is total darkness, we turn our back towards it and run towards the ‘light’.
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From the flames of the raging fire too, we run far away and look for some cool
place.
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Exactly in the same way, man having gone through suffering and misery
of :the flames of the ‘fiery ocean of grief’,
the heat of the ‘fiery world’,
the drowning waves of the ‘terrible ocean’
the sting of the ‘materialistic serpent’,
the trick of the ‘deceptive materialism’
the confusion of the ‘five’ (lust, anger, greed, attachment, ego)
the door of ‘horrible hell’
the ocean of the poisonous materialism,
turns his back on this false trigun materialism (rajo, sato, tamo) and forsaking
it, turns towards the spiritual realm or religious pursuits and comes out in
search of spiritual comfort and calmness.
1

If only I could have the good fortune to meet some friendly Saint; he might
show me the Way to my Beloved Lord God.
I have searched my mind and body, through and through.
How can I meet my Darling Beloved, O my mother?
94

2

O servants of the Lord, O Saints, O my Siblings of Destiny, let us join together!
Show me the way to my Lord God-I am so hungry for Him!
95

‘Turning away’ from
the materialistic realm
and ‘facing’ the spiritual realm is indeed the truth-seeker’s distinct
‘reverse-play’ in which only some rare
Guru-orientated being indulges.
All the rest of the beings, according to (Guru Ji),
‘Entangled and enmeshed in the love of false occupation perish,

133

thus wasting away their valuable life in the ‘fiery ocean of grief’ and coming
under the control of Yamas, the couriers of death, they continue to remain in
the circle of transmigration (births and deaths).
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Compared with previous times, nowadays despite having so much paath
(Gurbani recitation), katha-kirtan (singing of hymns and explanation) and
sermons, our mental and spiritual state has sunk so low that it is becoming a
joke and we are witnessing all this right in front of our eyes.
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The reason for this is that there is a big difference between what we
profess and what we practise and tolerate. We do respect the Guru-form
‘Bani’ by bowing to it, but we do not incorporate the teachings of Gurbani
into our lives; we are satisfied with paath (recitals of our scriptures), the
singing of it and discourses on Gurbani. We do not feel the need to
contemplate on and cultivate Gurbani.
Thus becoming ignorant, indifferent, knowingly making pretensions of
the hidden secrets of spiritual teachings of the high-lofty, pure, peace and
salvation giving Gurbani, we are living our lives exactly contrary to its
teachings.
1

Kabeer, the mortal knows everything, and knowing, he still makes mistakes.
What good is a lamp in one's hand, if he falls into the well?
1376

2

Know this well, O madman - you have ruined your affairs.
You did not restrain yourself from committing sins, and you did not eradicate
your ego.
727

To illustrate this ‘point’ – and to clarify that our fast life-flow is
contrary to Gurbani, a table (of comparison) is given below:-

1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
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The teachings of Gurbani
‘My mind is attached to the True
Naam’.
‘Before the people I put on a
display’.
‘Being engrossed in other deeds is
not going to help your’.
‘Meet the company of the holy
and contemplate only upon the
Naam’.
‘Do not allow anger to wear out
the mind’.
‘No one is an enemy and no one is
a stranger’.
‘I am at peace with everyone’.
‘O Godly people get rid of your
cunningness’.
‘Remember the Lord your King’.
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Our actions
My mind is attached to
materialism
I put on a display before God
Day and night I am engrossed in
deeds other than Naam.
There doesn’t seem to be the need
or time to participate in the
company of the holy.
Burnt and scorched in anger we
are reduced to charcoal.
All are strangers, and branded as
enemies.
I cannot get along with anyone.
Doggedly pursuing cunningness
we fell proud.
We do not see the need to do
simran.

9

‘Without the Naam everything is
false and worthless

10 ‘To witness and not be mindful of’

11 To hear something and not be
mindful of it’.
12 ‘To be kind to those who are bad
and evil’.
13 ‘Keep not grievances in your
heart’.
14 ‘Backbiting and slander benefits
no one’.
15 ‘Feel grateful while giving or
sharing’.

We have no awareness about
Naam. We are engrossed in false
talk
Instead of being unmindful, we
light a spark and create a raging
fire.
After listening to give wings to a
statement and gleefully blow it out
of proportions.
To do bad towards those who are
good.
Even small things prompt us to
show grievances, jealousy, envy
and enmity.
We get pleasure out of backbiting
and slander.
Feel grateful only on receiving.

In other words if we, becoming Guru-orientated, wish to enter the
spiritual realm, then we have to mould every aspect of our:thought
thinking
faith
inclinations
habits
behaviour
discipline
actions
character
entertainment
interests
in our lives and make it completely contrary to the ‘life-current’ of the mindorientated apostates.
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From the very beginning of creation, various gurus, incarnations, saints,
devotees have been teaching about this ‘Spiritual Reverse Play’. Gurbani too
has been advocating this true-pure spiritual advice but
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having read
having heard
having sung
having written
having done discourses (on it)
having delved in philosophies
we lose the essence of these teachings by getting involved in arguments and
quarrels or have lost them in the confusion of empty intellectual discussions.
As a result of this by becoming ignorant of the innate intuitional spiritual
‘essence-deliberations’ of these teachings, we are left lacking.
Because of ignorance, the general public enmeshed and entangled in the
materialistic realm is suffering horrible hell, but the surprising and regretful
thing is that our religious leaders and preachers too have regarded the loftyhigh, pure teachings of Gurbani as ‘intellectual pastime’ and have limited it
to discourses, hollow knowledge and dry philosophy.
1

He wanders around babbling and speaking, but he does not understand the
Lord's Command at all. He is blind, the falsest of the false.
509

2

By preaching sermons, one's doubt is not dispelled.
Everyone is tired of preaching and teaching.

655

What use is reading and listening,
if celestial peace is not attained?

655

3
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4

Reading about the debates and disputes, they are hit over the head by the
Messenger of Death.
They do not understand the essence of reality, and they gather their worthless
bundles of straw.
231

5

Reading and studying are just worldly pursuits, if there is thirst and corruption
within.
650

6

Such scholars and students have all died, and none of them have discovered
the inner meaning.
477
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The word ‘saakat’ in Gurbani is mentioned many times. It has been
explained earlier that ‘saakat’ is one who does not believed in the ‘existence’
of the ‘Supreme Soul’ (God), or one who is lost or one who admits (the
divine existence) with a ‘superficial mind’. In this way the ‘apostates’ regard
their ego-ridden ‘existence’ as the truth and are passing their lives on the
support of ‘me-mineness’.
Gurbani mentions the characteristics of ‘saakat’ thus:1

The wicked shaaktas, the faithless cynics, do not know the Taste of the Lord's
Sublime Essence. The thorn of egotism is embedded deep within them.
13

2

The shaaktas, the faithless cynics, do not like the Truth; false are the
foundations of the false.

22

3

The faithless cynics are called egotistical; without the Name, their lives are
cursed.
1325

4

The foolish faithless cynics are held captive by Maya; in Maya, they continue
wandering, wandering around.
800

5

Nectar seems bitter to you, and poison is sweet.
Such is your condition, you faithless cynic, which I have seen with my own
eyes.
You are fond of falsehood, fraud and egotism.
If you hear the Naam, the Name of the Lord, you feel like you have been stung
by a scorpion.
892

When we earnestly test the state of our mind with the touchstone of
lines from Gurbani mentioned above, then we will realise that most people
fall into the category of ‘Saakat’ (faithless cynics).
The surprising thing is that having read or heard of the word ‘saakat’ we
think that this word does not ‘apply’ to us – that it has been used for someone
else.
This type of understanding is indeed the ‘ego’ of ‘egotism’ or is proof of
being ego-ridden ‘saakat’.
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This is the reason why despite doing so much recitation-worship,
lectures-discourses, rituals-ceremonies that men, entangled and enmeshed in
the attachment of materialism are going through terrible hell and the colour
or influence of Gurbani is not having any effect (on us) and no change takes
place in life.
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From the above discussion, it is clear that the high-pure stage of the
guru-orientated ones as compare to the life of the ‘saakat’ is:different
distinct
antagonistic
opposite
hostile.
For this reason
to stop
to turn
to change
to reverse
the fast ‘flow’ of ‘life-current’ from the materialistic realm towards the
‘spiritual realm’
is indeed the cultivation of the teaching of traversing the reverse of the
perverse or turning away from the faithless cynic and entering the spiritual
realm.
In other words it is uprooting the attention or focus-like ‘plant’ from the
materialistic desolate soil
and ‘planting’ it
in the ‘Shabad’ or Naam-like’ fertile soil.
(The famous Persian saint Bullay Shah says)
“Buliaa! What is (so difficult about) achieving union with God.
It is (just like a plant) uprooting it from one place and planting it at
another.”
But on becoming a Gurmukh, one’s life takes a right about turn. (Turning away
from corrupt ways) one adorns and beautifies oneself by being attuned to the
Love of the Lord.
735
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